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TWO FUNCTION-SPACE TOPOLOGIES

G.  A.  EDGAR

Abstract. Two topologies for the set of all continuous functions

with compact support are shown to be distinct. One of the topologies

is the usual inductive limit topology, and the other is a topology

claimed by G Choquet to coincide with it.

One approach to the Lebesgue integral [2a, Chapter III, §1] uses a

topology defined as follows. Let £ be a locally compact Hausdorff space,

and let Jf be the set of all real-valued continuous functions with compact

support on E. For each compact set K^ E, let Jf(A') be the set of functions

in Jf with support included in K; give Jf(K) the topology of uniform

convergence. Topologize Jf with the finest locally convex topology such

that the inclusions X'(K) ¿->- ,?T are all continuous. G. Choquet [3, p. 301]

omits the words "locally convex", but claims [3, Proposition 16.4, p. 302]

that the two topologies are the same. We deny that claim here.

Theorem. If E is the real line, then the two topologies defined above are

distinct.

Proof. Let r denote the locally convex topology and p the Choquet

topology. For/e Jf, write \\f\\=supx\f(x)\. For «=1,2, • • • , letJfn=
Jf([—n, n]). Thus a set^çJT is p-open if and only if ^n¿f „ is open in

Jfn for every n; and a convex set^ç Jf is r-open if and only if ^¿C\X~n

is open in Ctf n for every n.

For integers n, w_2, let/Mm e Jf be the piecewise linear function with

vertices (0,0), (1/w, l\n), (l,l\m), (n, 0). Let &n = {fnm:m = 2, 3, • • •}

and \zt 3F =\A'n=i&' n- We first show that !F is p-closed. No infinite subset

of J^„ is equicontinuous at 0, so no sequence in $Fn converges uniformly

to a function not in Jrn. Therefore !Fn is closed in Jfn. But then ^'C\

■#"B=U*-a &iis closed in Jf„. Hence 3? is p-closed.

We next show that the function 0 is a T-accumulation point of the set

&'. Let °U be an arbitrary r-neighborhood of 0. By local convexity, there
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is a convex r-neighborhood f^ofQ such that "V^fy. Since y C\C^X is a

neighborhood of 0 in $TX, there is a positive integer n such that

-T njTl2 {/eJfV 11/11 =2/«}.

Since VrsCtr„ is a neighborhood of 0 in Jf"„, there is a positive integer m

such that

r njTn2{/6jrn:||/|| £2/m}.

Now if g- e Jf is the piecewise linear function with vertices (0, 0), (A\m,

1/«), (1,0), then 2ge-TnJfx and 2(f„m-g) e-TnJf„, so that /Bm e

y^<%. Therefore 0 belongs to the r-closure of J5".

Thus J5" is p-closed, but not r-closed, so the two topologies are distinct.

Remarks, (i) Another characterization of the topology r is given in

[2, Chapter III, §2, exercise 2a, p. 64]. (ii) By [1, Chapter II, §2, exercise

10, p. 68], t is the finest topology for Jf such that addition is continuous

and the inclusions Jf (K) ¿-> Jf are all continuous. Therefore, addition is

not p-continuous. (iii) The above proof can be adapted to prove the same

result for any E which is o--compact, noncompact, and has a nonisolated

Gá-point. However, if Pis, for example, a countable discrete space, then it

can be shown that r=p.

I wish to thank S. L. Portnoy for discussions on this topic.
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